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This is an application for an interlocutory injunction to restrain further showings of a short television
advertising film which it is said infringes the copyright in a song called "Martha". The first plaintiff is the
exclusive sub-publisher of the song in the United Kingdom with a licence liable to termination on six months
notice. The words and music were composed by a well known song writer and singer, Tom Waits. The
second plaintiff is the owner of the worldwide copyright in the song. The second plaintiff derives its title
through the third plaintiffs, which in turn had an exclusive song writing agreement with Mr Waits. The song
"Martha" was included in two albums recorded by Mr Waits. The later of the two "The Asylum Years" was
released in 1984. The devolution of the title to the copyright in the song is not disputed for the purposes of
this application.

The second defendant is a well known advertising agency. The third defendant is a subsidiary of General
Foods Limited. In April last the second defendant was instructed by the third defendant to undertake
responsibility for an advertising campaign for The Kenco Coffee Co Ltd, which is the third defendant. The
first defendant was engaged by the second defendant, in circumstances which I shall later describe, to
compose the music for a television film advertising Kenco coffee produced by the second defendant. The
circumstances in which the film was produced are set out in a number of affidavits filed on behalf of the
second and third defendants. Their account is as follows. In mid-August last a copywriter and an art director
employed by the second defendant, a Ms Boyce and a Ms Leeming were briefed to prepare scripts for a
television advertising campaign for Kenco coffee built around the advertising line "Kenco. It's what best
friends share". They prepared two scripts. I will describe them in Ms Boyce's words: "One of the scripts
entitled 'Who gets the job', depicted two young men anxiously waiting for a telephone call to tell them which
was successful for the same job application. The other script which was entitled 'Seems like yesterday' and
which was subsequently chosen to be used in the Kenco advertisement, showed a meeting of two old friends
(a man and a woman) after 10 years apart. In this script the woman is embarrassed at the unexpected arrival
of her old friend as they had once been very close. Both scripts were originally written with no musical
soundtrack envisaged. 'Seems like yesterday' was to have no words spoken until the very end of the
commercial as a means of building up the tension between the two people. The script relied heavily on the
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creating of tension which was subsequently relieved by the sharing of Kenco coffee".

Ms Boyce says that at this date neither she nor her colleague Ms Leeming had ever heard of "Martha". On
about 19th August they showed the two scripts to the head of their creative group, a Mr Collister. He
suggested that the second script needed to be backed up by a musical accompaniment and that one verse
from a sound track he had of "Martha", which he kept and played in his car (part of "The Asylum Years")
starting with the words "Seems like yesterday" would suit perfectly. Ms Boyce and Ms Leeming having
listened to the soundtrack commented that they did not want any form of musical soundtrack but were
surprised at how appropriate the verse was at complementing the script. They decided to include this verse.

Ms Boyce and Ms Leeming then took the two scripts and the track of "Martha" to Neil Patterson, the creative
director of the second defendant, for submission to the third defendant. Ms Boyce was later told that the
second script was thought to be appropriate but that the third defendant was not satisfied with the use of
"Martha".

After the script had been accepted in principle ideas for the final version were contributed by others in the
same department. One suggested that the man in the script could be looking round the room of the woman's
house while he was waiting for his coffee, curious to see what had become of her, and that he might catch
sight of a photograph of the woman and her children. Another suggested that the man should, after looking
round the room, produce a photograph of his own children. Mr Collister, dealing with the episode when he
suggested the use of a verse from "Martha", said that he did so because he thought that a music soundtrack
should be used which could establish the mood and also explain what the relationship between the man and
the woman used to be. He suggested the song "Martha" because he felt it might create the right mood for the
story contained in the script. He says that he suggested to Ms Leeming and Ms Boyce that they should use
the verse beginning "And I feel much older now, you're much older too".

I think I should at this stage set out the whole of the Tom Waits's song:

"Operator number please, its been so many years

Will she remember my old voice while I fight the tears?

Hello, hello is this Martha? This is old Tom Frost.

And I am calling long distance, don't worry about the cost -- 'cos

It's been 40 years or more now Martha please recall

Meet me out for coffee where we'll talk about it all"

Then there follows the chorus:

"Those were the days of roses, poetry and prose

Martha, all I had was you and all you had was me
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There was no tomorrow, we packed away our sorrows

And we saved them for a rainy day."

Then the second verse is:

"And I feel so much older now you're much older too

How's your husband and how's your kids

You know that I got married too.

Lucky that you found someone to make you feel secure

'Cos we were all so young and foolish, now we are mature and"

The chorus is then repeated

The third verse is:

"And I was always so impulsive, I guess that I still am

And all that really mattered then was that I was a man.

I guess that our being together was never meant to be

Martha, Martha, I love you, can't you see and"

Then the chorus and the introduction are repeated.

Then the fourth and last verse is one line

"And I remember quiet evenings trembling close to you".

Mr Abrahams, a director of the second defendant in charge of the advertising account for the third defendant,
took charge of the presentation of the revised script of "Seems like yesterday" to the third defendant. He took
it with the recording of the middle verse of Tom Waits's song to a Mr Carlisle. Mr Carlisle, who was senior
product manager of General Foods responsible for Kenco Coffee, took the view, to use his own words, that
"'Martha' was neither musically nor lyrically the right song for the advertisement. We were concerned that the
words we used should very accurately fit the story of the film and the words in 'Martha' did not do this.
Although the mood in 'Martha' was similar to what we wanted we concluded it was not right. We wanted more
of a romantic feeling rather than sad".
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Mr Abrahams said: "Although he (Mr Carlisle) expressed some reservations about the song 'Martha', I still
thought that the possibility of obtaining a licence to use the song should be explored."

An employee of the second defendant, Mr Birkett, wrote to the first plaintiff towards the end of August. Mr
Wright of the first plaintiff said that the plaintiff would want a fee for a year's use of £25,000. Later on, on 3rd
September, that was reduced to £22,500. There is some dispute whether there was an agreement subject to
contract or whether an offer was made which was left open on the table. Nothing turns on that. Nothing more
was heard by Mr Wright. He telephoned on 1st October, when he was told that no final decision had been
made. On 23rd October he was told by Mr Birkett that the second defendant was not proceeding with the
proposal to use the soundtrack of "Martha".

There matters rested until 24th November when Mr Wright received a telephone call from Mr Waits who,
while visiting London, had seen the television advertisement and was concerned at what he regarded as an
unauthorised use of his material. He asked the first plaintiff to investigate and prevent continued
unauthorised use of his composition.

I turn now to the defendants' account of the way in which the final version of the television film was produced.
Mr Carlisle, as I have said, had some reservation about the use of "Martha" from the start. None the less Mr
Abrahams and Mr Patterson thought the possibility of using it should be explored. When Mr Abrahams heard
that the first plaintiffs' lowest offer was £22,500 he and Mr Carlisle took the view that the cost of the licence
and of re-recording would be too high for the use of a soundtrack which they both regarded as of doubtful
utility. He discussed the matter with Mr Carlisle and it was agreed that the copywriter should be asked to
produce a lyric more suited to the script and story, and that the lyric should be put to music that more
accurately suited the required mood.

I return to the copywriters. Ms Boyce and Ms Leeming thought that the selected verse from "Martha" was too
long for a 30 second commercial. Ms Boyce wrote a new lyric. She says that the lyric was "my interpretation
of the story in our commercial. I was very aware of the fact that I could not copy the words either from
'Martha' or any other song. Her lyric in its original form reads:

"Remember the days when we were young

Fiona how we dreamed.

Remember when we said goodbye

I kissed away your tears.

You got married, you had kids

I travelled half the world

Now here you are a woman

But I still see the girl".
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Later, between 18th and 22nd September, she and one Graham Terry, also a director of the second
defendant and head of the television department, went to see the first defendant and commissioned him to
provide a musical soundtrack. Ms Boyce explained that in this way: "We provided him with the lyrics and we
explained to him in great detail the script of the commercial, including a full description of the characters of
the two people and what they had done with their lives since they last met. We also informed him that we
had considered using 'Martha' but made it clear that we required an original composition. He agreed to
provide an original composition for us". He was also given I think a copy of the tape.

The first defendant Mr Dundas's tape when first supplied was not received with enthusiasm. The script was
filmed at first with no soundtrack. Then on 16th it was filmed using live sound and conversation. Finally on
21st October it was decided to use Mr Dundas's soundtrack. The final recording was made by Mr Dundas on
23rd October. In that recording the words "Remember the days when we were young, Fiona how we
dreamed" were replaced by the lines "Hope you don't mind me dropping in. It's been so many years". Ms
Boyce said that that was done to make it easier for the viewer to understand that the man was visiting the
woman's house.

The film was first shown on 2nd November 1987. There were 15 spots during November and 84 spots have
been booked between the beginning of December and the end of February. The advertising time used and
booked the cost £700,000 of which the unused part is £40,000. The plan is to continue the advertising
campaign through January and February at a cost of £500,000.

I have explained the circumstances in which the first plaintiff became the licensee of the cassette. When the
first plaintiff became aware through Mr Waits of the television programme they consulted a well known
musicologist, Dr Bush. Dr Bush in his report says that what has been stolen by the defendants is: "(1) The
whole concept of ringing up on the spur of the moment (or dropping in on) an old flame, to talk about old
times . . . (2) The complete musical ambience -- which is a recreation of the sort of cafe music so popular in
the 30s and 40s when the protagonists of the song may have been supposed to be young. This is achieved
(a) by using the melodic shapes and supporting harmonics typical of the popular 'light' music of the period
and (b) by reproducing the characteristic sound of a cafe band in the accompaniment, ie, strings and piano".
Then having referred to variations being, as he says, deliberately intruded, in particular the different contour
introduced into the melodic line, he says that "the whole show is given away by the cadence, particularly the
cadence of the first line of the advertising melody, where it is set to an actual quotation from the words of
'Martha'". That is of course the words "It's been so many years".

The defendants instructed a well known conductor and composer, Mr Harry Rabinowitz. He draws attention
to the similarities between Mr Waits's song and other popular songs, in particular what he calls a hefty
melodic quotation from "Old Man River" in the chorus. He takes issue with Dr Rush on his statement that the
musical ambience is that of the 30s and 40s, a period of which he has direct experience. As regards the
music for the phrase "It's been so many years", he describes Dr Bush's argument as "specious" and gives
his reasons in the following passage: "The melody of the two phrases in the two compositions is quite
different. Of course, by making a number of changes one can make the two look the same as Dr Bush has
tried to do, but the ear does not make these alterations, and, in what is heard, one is quite different from the
other".

It is said by the first plaintiffs that if an injunction is refused it and the second plaintiff will suffer irreparable
and unquantifiable damage. A major part of the business of publishing companies in this field lies in the
exercise of fair and proper control of compositions in respect of which they have contractual rights. If
plagiarism is allowed to become rife the value of the first plaintiff's copyright and, of equal importance, its
ability to deal with composers and songwriters, and advertisers who want to be assured that the same
material will not be used to advertise other goods, will be impaired. It is also claimed that the copyright
owners are also often anxious to ensure that copyright material is not altered in a way which affects the
integrity of their work and that while the first plaintiff was prepared at one stage to grant a licence to use
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"Martha", they most certainly would not have allowed the defendants to alter or change the music in the way
the defendants have done. There is a dispute whether the first plaintiff's usual form of licence would have
allowed the second defendant to alter the song. It is unnecessary to explore this dispute further at this stage.

The defendants also claim that the grant of an interlocutory injunction would cause them irreparable and
unquantifiable damage. The first leg of the advertising campaign will finish shortly. Orders for television time
for the second leg in January and February next year have not yet been concluded. On the other hand, the
parent company plans advertising well ahead. This year they have concentrated, amongst others of the wide
range of products with which they are concerned, on Kenco coffee. A sudden gap would be difficult to fill
and, if filled, would cause dislocation. Moreover, within the trade wholesalers and large retailers are kept
informed of General Foods advertising strategy and plans, so their reputation would be seriously affected if
the advertising campaign for Kenco coffee had to be halted. They say that it cannot be filled by a film with
new music in the time available and it is said that they should not be compelled to substitute the earlier
musically unaccompanied films. I think there may be an element of exaggeration in the defendants' claim that
alteration to the film would have effects as far reaching as they say. However, I am prepared to accept that
the withdrawal or change would have a significant effect not only on the business of the first defendant but
also on the reputation of the second defendant which it would be difficult to quantify and recompense in
damages.

In these circumstances I think I am entitled and bound to endeavour to form a view as to the likelihood of
success of the claim. In the reported case of Warner Brothers & Anor v de Wilde & Ors, 3 Tr L 101, where
the claim was that music accompanying a television advertisement infringed the plaintiffs' copyright in the
musical film called "Chariots of Fire", the plaintiffs sought an interlocutory injunction the grant of which would
interrupt a planned advertising campaign which had nearly run its course. In the Court of Appeal Lord Justice
Griffiths, while accepting that the company on whose behalf the advertising programme had been planned
might suffer damage which it would be difficult to quantify, held that an injunction ought to be granted on the
ground that it was clear that the plaintiff had "a very, very, strong prima facie case of infringement of the
copyright of this piece of music" and that the plaintiff had justifiable fear that widespread plagiarism of its
copyright would undermine its value.

By contrast in Thrustcode Ltd v WW Computing Ltd, [1983] FSR 502, the Vice-Chancellor, Sir Robert
Megarry, refused to grant an injunction on the ground that the plaintiff's prospects of success had to be
weighed in the balance and that the prospects were slender. After referring to the American Cyanamid Co v
Ethicon Ltd, [1975] AC 396, [1975] 1 All ER 504, principle, which he described as providing guidelines rather
than rules, he said this (page 509): "Ex hypothesi, before considering the balance of convenience the court
must have concluded that the plaintiff has a real prospect of success; and I am assuming that to be the case
here, contrary to what I have already decided. But is the case to be treated in the same way whether the
plaintiff's prospects of success are barely sufficient to be called 'real' or whether they are overwhelming? In
my view, without embarking on anything like a trial on the merits, the court may, and should, take into
account any provisional view as to the strength of the plaintiff's case which can be reached without resolving
disputed questions of fact, remembering always that it is for the plaintiff to make out his case. If in the
present case the plaintiffs have, contrary to my opinion, any real prospects of success, they are indeed
slender, and in putting them into the scales I do not think that the risk of injustice to the plaintiffs is nearly as
great as the risk of injustice to the defendants".

At the trial of this action, if it goes to trial, the judge will have the advantage of hearing a fuller account of the
way in which the defendants' film came to be made. It may be that he will hear Mr Dundas explain the way in
which he understood his instructions and set about his task and the oral evidence of the two experts.
However, as Mr Justice Astbury pointed out in Austin v Columbia Graphophone Co Ltd (1917 to 1923)
Macgillivray's Copyright Cases page 398: "The infringement of copyright in music is not a question of note for
note comparison but of whether the substance of the original copyright work is taken or not. It falls to be
determined by the ear as well as by the eye.
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I have had the advantage of hearing more than once the recording of Tom Waits's song and the television
advertisement. I have for my part reached a clear conclusion on the prospects of success and, although of
course the judge at the trial may reach a quite different conclusion, I think I must now state it. I will take first
the setting and conception of the two works and their mood. Mr Floyd submitted that these are not properly
the subject of copyright, but they are none the less matters which can be taken into account in deciding
whether there has been an infringement of what is properly the subject of copyright. Both pieces deal with an
occasion when a man telephones or visits an old flame. In the first verse of "Martha" he suggests that the two
should meet for coffee. That may have operated at an unconscious level in initially bringing the song to Mr
Collister's mind as a suitable background for the advertisement. In both cases the man and the woman had
married and in the case of the woman she had had a family. In the television film both had had children but it
is not clear in "Martha" whether the man has had children. There I think the resemblance ends. In "Martha"
the man telephones after a break of 40 years. The mood is nostalgic and romantic. The middle couplet of the
third verse ends with a declaration of continuing love. This nostalgic mood is musically intensified by the use
of a piano with, to my untutored ear, an echo or delayed reverberation rather than the faulty damping and
tuning referred to by Dr Bush. The romantic mood is intensified by the introduction in the latter part of the
song of a background violin accompaniment and in the third verse of a female voice. The background story
and mood of the television advertisement is quite different. The couple are both mature but still young and
attractive. The woman is embarrassed and tense because of the unexpected arrival at her home of an old
flame. He I think at first is flattered and amused by her embarrassment. She hides her embarrassment by
busying herself with the preparation of coffee. While she does so he looks around and his eyes light on a
photograph of her with her children. At that point his mood changes. At that point also she enters with the
coffee. He pulls out a photograph of his children. Her relief, the feeling that it will be just the meeting of old
friends over coffee, is manifest. The whole episode leads, with the dissolution of all tension very effectively I
think, to the advertising line "Kenco. It's what best friends share".

Turning to the music the accompaniment is not a guitar, though at first hearing it sounds very like one; it is
synthesised music and the tone is between that of a guitar and a piano. The mood is romantic, but it is
presented in a fresh and light-hearted way. It is not nostalgic or said as I think "Martha" is. Listening to the
two accompaniments, I found myself, like Mr Rabinowitz, quite unable to detect any resemblance to Tom
Waits' song. The music for the phrase "It's been so many years", though transposed they may appear similar
in the score, sounds very different. Of course the phrase in the lyric "It's been so many years" is common to
both, but it is not suggested that that in itself is sufficient to found a case of substantial copying.

In these circumstances I think the right course is to dismiss this application.

Application dismissed
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